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Abstract: Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries undergo complex electrochemical and mechanical
degradation. This complexity is pronounced in applications such as electric vehicles, where
highly demanding cycles of operation and varying environmental conditions lead to non-trivial
interactions of ageing stress factors. This work presents the framework for an ageing diagnostic
tool based on identifying and then tracking the evolution of model parameters of a fundamental
electrochemistry-based battery model from non-invasive voltage/current cycling tests. In addition
to understanding the underlying mechanisms for degradation, the optimisation algorithm
developed in this work allows for rapid parametrisation of the pseudo-two dimensional (P2D),
Doyle-Fuller-Newman, battery model. This is achieved through exploiting the embedded symbolic
manipulation capabilities and global optimisation methods within MapleSim. Results are presented
that highlight the significant reductions in the computational resources required for solving systems
of coupled non-linear partial differential equations.
Keywords: lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery; degradation mechanism; ageing; parameter
identification; diagnostic
1. Introduction
Since the commercialisation of lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries, significant improvements in energy
density and power capability have made Li-ion batteries the preferred solution for low carbon mobility
for the next 10–15 years [1]. However, the change in behaviour of Li-ion batteries over a vehicle lifetime
can have a significant detrimental effect on vehicle performance and lifetime [2,3]. Exploring the causes
of battery ageing and developing mitigation strategies to avoid premature degradation is therefore of
paramount importance to vehicle manufacturers.
Understanding battery ageing is convoluted since many factors from environmental conditions to
vehicle utilization interact to generate different ageing effects [4]. Battery degradation is accelerated
with factors that include, but are not constrained too: the frequency of cycling, large change in state of
charge (∆SoC), large current magnitudes during both charge and discharge, elevated temperatures,
and elevated voltage exposure [2].
The resulting physical degradation [4] can broadly manifest itself in two ways that an energy
storage systems engineer is interested in: capacity fade that affects the range of the vehicle and
power fade, which is the increase in the internal resistance or impedance of the cell and limits the
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power capability of the system and decreases the efficiency of the vehicle. Through a comprehensive
understanding of the root causes of degradation, engineers can develop and embed mitigation
strategies within the system design process and within the control function that comprise the
vehicle’s battery management system (BMS). Recent examples highlighted within the literature include:
More accurate ageing estimation algorithms [5], better fault diagnostics [5], more advanced thermal
management systems [6], focused battery sizing [7,8].
Experimental techniques for studying and quantifying battery degradation can classified as
either destructive [9] or non-destructive [10]. While destructive tests can provide detailed data,
non-destructive tests are sustainable and provide a valuation for capacity fade and power fade. For
detailed interpretation, diagnosis and prognosis of degradation and failure however, mathematical
models are required [5]. To this end, based on Uddin et al.’s work [11], a technique for applying
sustainable, non-destructive experimental techniques to quantify the detailed degradation associated
with different ageing stress factors is presented. The authors employ an electrochemistry based
battery model which extends the work of Doyle et al. [12] that combines concentrated solution
kinetics, mass conservation, charge conservation, and transport and conduction in porous media.
To investigate battery degradation, we analyse changes in model parameters as the cell ages. In order
to estimate changes in model parameters a framework is presented in which simulation results from the
electrochemical model are compared to voltage and current data measured from cell characterisation
experiments undertaken at different stages of cell calendar aging. The numerical fitting, i.e., minimising
the square of the error between simulated and measured voltage, is done using a non-linear fitting
algorithm. The authors assert that since model parameters are connected to intrinsic properties of the
battery, the evolution of these parameters will highlight physical changes within the battery. Thus, by
tracking the evolution of model parameters it will be possible to deduce the mechanisms by which the
battery has degraded over time.
Offline parameter identification of battery models using electrical cycling data is widely employed
for the parameterisation of equivalent circuit battery models where a set of n parallel resistor–capacitor
pairs are connected to each other in series [3,6]. Parameterisation of higher fidelity models such as the
single particle (SP) model with various dynamic and thermal extensions has also been undertaken
using various system identification methods [13]. Santhanagopalan et al. [14] for example used the
Levenberg–Marquardt optimization algorithm to identify a subset of five parameters for both the
pseudo two-dimensional (P2D) porous electrode model and SP models using constant charge and
discharge cycles. An important contribution to parameter identification was made by Forman et al. [15]
who identified the full set of parameters (88 scalars and function control points) of the P2D model
using a genetic algorithm derived from the drive-cycle data from a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle
(PHEV). In the context of battery degradation, perturbative terms have been introduced into the SP
model and then identification used to obtain values of these perturbative parameters [16,17]. In the
case of well-understood ageing mechanisms such as film formation on the negative electrode where
models of degradation already exist, as was considered in [16,17], this approach is suitable. However,
for mechanisms that are not well understood, it is difficult to introduce perturbative terms into the
model because the appropriate governing equations for these perturbative terms are non-existent or
not well established. Therefore, in this work we propose a diagnostic technique that employs tracking
the evolution of the P2D model parameters directly. That is, understanding of battery degradation is
sought from changes in model parameters themselves and not from additional models coupled to the
P2D model.
As emphasised in the leading research introduced, excessive simulation times—inherent to
electrochemical battery models are prohibitive and represent a significant challenge within the domain
of optimisation where many thousands of simulation runs are performed. A key attribute of this work
is the minimisation of the computational resources required for optimising a large parameter set. The
Symbolic Manipulator embedded within Maple has been effectively employed to simplify the system
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of equations generated from the model during initial compilation leading to a significant reduction in
the computational effort required to solve the system of equations.
The remainder of this article is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the mathematical
formulation of the P2D model and the model parameters. In Section 3, an overview of ageing stress
factors and ageing mechanism are presented. This is used to show how the number of parameters to
be identified can be constrained. In Section 4, the model optimisation scheme is presented along with a
refined set of parameters for the 3.03 Ah LiNiCoAlO2 (NCA) battery. Using this set of parameters, the
voltage response for a real life driving cycle is estimated; a comparison with experimental results are
presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we present key results for aged cells that highlight the potential
causality between cell degradation as a function of calendar ageing. Conclusions and further work are
summarised in Section 6.
2. Model Formulation and Parameters
2.1. Pseudo Two-Dimensional Model Formulation
Within the electrochemistry domain, continuum models that incorporate electrochemical kinetics
and transport phenomena to produce more accurate predictions than that possible through the use of
empirical models have long been employed. The P2D Li-ion battery model, based on principles of
transport phenomena, electrochemistry and thermodynamics, is the accepted model within the battery
research community [18]. It solves for the electrolyte concentration, electrolyte potential, solid-state
potential, and solid-state concentration within the porous electrodes and the electrolyte concentration
and electrolyte potential within the separator. This model consists of three primary domains: the
negative electrode (in this work LiC6), the separator (in this work polyethylene) and the positive
electrode (in this work NCA) sandwiched between current collectors and immersed in an electrolyte
solution. During electrical discharge, lithium ions that occupy interstitial sites with the LiC6 electrode
diffuse to the surface where they react (de-intercalate) and transfer from a solid into a liquid phase.
The ions then diffuse and migrate through the electrolyte solution via the separator to the positive
electrode where they react (intercalate) and occupy interstitial sites within the metal oxide material.
During electrical charging the reverse reactions take place, in summary: lithium ions de-intercalate
from the positive electrode (metal oxide) and intercalate within the negative electrode (carbon).
Table 1 presents the governing equations and boundary conditions that comprise the P2D
electrochemical model. A complete derivation of the model is beyond the scope of this paper;
discussions of the P2D model can be found within Reference [19].
Table 1. A summary of the governing equations for the pseudo two-dimensional (P2D) model.
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2.2. Pseudo Two-Dimensional Model Parameters
The model parameters for the P2D model are listed in Table 2. There are a total of 57 scalar model
parameters listed in Table 2 of which 21 contribute to the definition of the open circuit potentials U+ and
U´. The positive electrode equilibrium potential function U+ is obtained from measurements of a cell’s
open circuit voltage, assuming a known negative electrode (LixC6) equilibrium potential function U´
from the literature. Moreover, stoichiometry of both electrodes at 100% and 0% SoC (four parameters),
anodic and cathodic charge transfer coefficients (two parameters), the electrolyte activity co-efficient
(one parameter) and the Bruggemen coefficient (one parameter) are taken to be known constants,
with values compatible with those found in the literature [20]. This means a further eight parameters
are assumed known, thus leaving a subset 28 = (57 ´ 21 ´ 8) parameters that need to be identified.
This is the maximum number of parameters that theoretically need to be identified. However, in
the next section we show that in practice, not all of these parameters will change; depending on the
stress factors applied to the battery, one is able to systematically reduce the number of parameters
requiring identification.
Table 2. In cases where measured or modelled values for generic LiNiCoAlO2 (NCA) 18650 cells were
unavailable initial values were taken from the literature with validated parameter sets; these values
were considered to be generic for all batteries of any format or chemistry. Parameters taken from
references [14] (†), [20] (*) and [21] (‡)—work with some level of parameter validation—are indicated
by corresponding symbols. Refined parameters relate to the non-aged 3.03 Ah NCA 18650 cell studied
in this work. SoC: state of charge; and SEI: solid electrolyte interphase.
Parameter Symbol Initial Refined Difference (%)
Thickness of negative electrode L´ (10´4 cm) 149.9 153.1 2.1
Thickness of positive electrode L+ (10´4 cm) 134.0 129.8 ´3.2
Thickness of separator Lsep (10´4 cm) 25.0 27.5 9.1
Surface area of negative electrode, A´ (cm2) 428.4 437.5 2.1
Surface area of positive electrode A+ (cm2) 389.61 377.4 ´3.2
Surface area of separator Asep (cm2) 448.35 493.2 9.1
Modal radius of negative electrode particle Rs,´ (10´4 cm) 10.7 10.9 1.8
Modal radius of positive electrode particle Rs,+ (10´4 cm) 5.7 7.9 27.8
Active material volume fraction of negative electrode εs,´ 0.3 0.31 3.2
Active material volume fraction of positive electrode εs,+ 0.3 0.49 38.8
Electrolyte phase volume fraction of negative electrode εe,´ 0.595 0.595 0.0
Electrolyte phase volume fraction of positive electrode εe,+ 0.63 0.63 0.0
Volume fraction of separator in liquid phase εe,sep 0.5 0.45 ´11.1
Volume fraction of inactive material in negative electrode εf,´ 0.105 0.04 ´162.5
Volume fraction of inactive material in positive electrode εf,+ 0.07 0.99 92.9
Maximum li-concentration in negative electrode cmaxs,´ (10´3 mol¨ cm´3) 30.6 † 30.6 0.0
Maximum li-concentration in positive electrode cmaxs,` (10´3 mol¨ cm´3) 51.6 † 51.0 ´1.2
Average electrolyte concentration ce,0 (10´3 mol¨ cm´3) 1.2 * 1.04 ´15.4
Stoichiometry of negative electrode at 0% SoC x´ ,0 0.126 * 0.126 0.0
Stoichiometry of positive electrode at 0% SoC x+,0 0.936 * 0.936 0.0
Stoichiometry of negative electrode at 100% SoC x´ ,100 0.676 * 0.676 0.0
Stoichiometry of positive electrode at 100% SoC x+,100 0.442 * 0.442 0.0
Diffusion coefficient of negative electrode in solid phase Ds,´ (10´12 cm2¨ s´1) 1.14 1.14 0.0
Diffusion coefficient of positive electrode in solid phase Ds,+ (10´12 cm2¨ s´1) 3.7 * 3.7 0.0
Diffusion coefficient in liquid phase De (10´6 cm2¨ s´1) 2.6 * 2.6 0.0
Conductivity of negative electrode in solid phase σs,´ (S¨ cm´1) 1.0 * 1 0.0
Conductivity of positive electrode in solid phase σs,+ (S¨ cm´1) 1.0 † 1 0.0
Charge transfer coefficient in negative electrode ke,´ (10´6 cm2.5¨mol´0.5¨ s´1) 5.03 5.03 0.0
Charge transfer coefficient in positive electrode ke,+ (10´6 cm2.5¨mol´0.5¨ s´1) 2.33 2.33 0.0
Anodic charge transfer coefficient αa 0.5 0.5 0.0
Cathodic charge transfer coefficient αc 0.5 0.5 0.0
Li transference number t0` 0.36 0.36 0.0
Electrolyte activity coefficient f˘ 1.0 1 0.0
Bruggeman porosity exponent p 1.5 1.5 0.0
Resistivity of film layers (including SEI) - 0.1 0.001 ´990
Resistivity of the current collector Rf (Ω¨ cm2) 20 10 ´100
Negative electrode potential, U´ coefficients b´1 ´ b´11 - - -
Positive electrode potential, U`, coefficients b`1 ´ b`10 - - -
where the electrode potentials are defined in the form:
U´ “ b´1 ` b2´ x´ ` b3´ x´0.5 ` b´4 x´´1 ` b5´ x´1.5 ` b6´ exp
“
b7´
`
b8´ ´ x´
˘‰` b9´ exp “b´10 `x´ ´ b´11˘‰ (1)
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U` “ b`1 ` b2` x` ` b3` x`2 ` b`4 x`3 ` b5` x`4 ` b6` x`5 ` b7` x`6 ` b8` exp
”
b9` x`b
`
10
ı
(2)
the stoichiometry is defined by:
x´ “ x´,0 ` px´,100 ´ x´,0q SoC100 (3)
x` “ x`,0 ` px`,100 ´ x`,0q SoC100 (4)
and the electrolyte conductivity (coefficients of which are found in [19,22] is:
κ “ g0 ` g1ce ` g2ce2 ` g3ce3 ` g4ce4 (5)
3. Method for Restricting the Number of Parameters for Identification
3.1. Expected Parameter Changes Resulting from Battery Degradation
In addition to calendar age (tage) and cycle number (N) which are known to cause degradation in
proportion to tz [13] and N [14], respectively; temperature [4,23], SoC [24], ∆SoC [25] and current [26]
are also known accelerators of battery degradation. The effects of these stress factors—based on
published literature—at the microscopic level along with their quantifications in the P2D model are
presented using flow charts below. The charts begin with stress factors and subsequently categorise
degradation expected at each electrode. Typically, parasitic reactions lead to film formation while
mechanical fatigue leads to structural degradation.
The effects of high temperature storage are depicted in Figure 1. The most notable cause
of degradation attributed with elevated temperatures is electrolyte decomposition reactions at
the negative electrode/electrolyte boundary which consume lithium ions—resulting in capacity
fade—subsequently forming a solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer on the negative electrode
surface [27]. The SEI then acts as an impediment to ionic diffusion leading to power fade [28].
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At cold temperatures, on t other hand, lithium metal deposition is the rinciple degrader [28].
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by conditions where Li intercalation kinetics are hindered. In addition to low operating temperatures
as depicted in Figure 2, poor current distribution and high charging rates also lead to Li plating, as
shown in Figure 3 [29].Batteries 2016, 2, 13 6 of 16 
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occurs at a rate proportional to the overpotential relative to the 0 V equilibrium [15]. 
Large cycling currents have also been linked with the formation of lithium grains through 
exfoliation which leads to the decrease of secondary active volume, and therefore capacity fade [30]. 
Current collector corrosion—where the current collector reacts with electrolyte components—is 
a prominent degradation mechanism at low SOCs where the potential of the anode gets too positive 
versus Li/Li+ (Figure 4). This leads to loss of electronic and mechanical contact between the current 
collector and the other electrode components. Furthermore, corrosion products that exhibit poor 
electronic conductivity cause overpotentials and favour inhomogeneous current and potential 
distributions, and thus, lithium plating [4]. 
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The coupling of high SoC storage and high temperature is known to accelerate degradation.
The Arrhenius equation suitably represents this coupling [16] and elucidates their interactions. As
the SoC increases, activation energy—which represents the energy barrier for the thermal activation
process—falls, thus promoting further parasitic reactions; see Figure 5 for a depiction of typical
parasitic reaction paths.
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process—falls, thus promoting further parasitic reactions; see Figure 5 for a depiction of typical 
parasitic reaction paths. 
 
Figure 5. The effect of high SoC storage. Dashed lines indicate that the correspondence is secondary 
to temperature. 
For some positive electrode chemistries, active material dissolution into the electrolyte solvent 
is a key aging effect [31]. Though it is present to some extent for many olivine, layered, and spinel 
structures, it is particularly severe for lithium manganese oxide (LiMn2O4) [32]. 
Mechanical stresses on active electrode particles are usually attributed with the non-negligible 
volume changes caused by Li+ intercalation into the host matrix; the displacement causes a strain in 
the active material eventually leading to particle cracking [33]. As expressed in Figure 6 large swings 
in SoC intensifies volume expansion and hence the stress at the host electrode [27]. It is also argued 
that concentration discontinuities at phase boundaries in materials that undergo a phase change 
during intercalation result in stress discontinuities leading to cracking [34]. 
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Figure 5. The effect of high SoC storage. Dashed lines indicate that the correspondence is secondary
to temperature.
For some positive electrode chemistries, active material dissolution into the electrolyte solvent
is a key aging effect [31]. Though it is present to some extent for many olivine, layered, and spinel
structures, it is particularly severe for lithium manganese oxide (LiMn2O4) [32].
Mechanical stresses on active electrode particles are usually attributed with the non-negligible
volume changes caused by Li+ intercalation into the host matrix; the displacement causes a strain in
the active material eventually leading to particle cracking [33]. As expressed in Figure 6 large swings
in SoC intensifies volume expansion and hence the stress at the host electrode [27]. It is also argued that
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concentration discontinuities at phase boundaries in materials that undergo a phase change during
intercalation result in stress discontinuities leading to cracking [34].
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Even under moderate conditions the battery is expected to degrade thorough the formation of
SEI as time passes and mechanically as the battery is cycled [35]. Figure 7 highlights the expected
degradation resulting from large amounts of cycling.
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3.2. Reducing the Number of Parameters Selected for Identification
As mentioned in Section 2.2, 28 parameters can theoretically be identified, but not all of these
parameters will change due to applying a particular stress factor. Therefore, by selecting parameters
that are likely to change we are able to restrict the number of parameters needing identification and
thus moderate the indefinability problem. To do this, given knowledge of the stress factors applied
to a battery, the charts presented in Section 3.1 are used to estimate parameters likely to vary and
consequently restrict the identification process to these parameters, assuming all remaining parameters
are unchanged.
For example, in a case where the battery is cycled from 100% to 0% SoC continuously (under
relatively small currents and an ambient temperature of 15 ˝C), we expect that structural degradation
will dominate. In particular, utilising Figure 6, we find that electronic conductivity (σs,+), active
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surface area (A+) and the maximum number of accessible Li sites (cmaxs,` ) in the positive electrode will
significantly change. Therefore, rather than identifying all 28 parameters we can focus of identifying
these three parameters.
In cases where multiple stress factors are involved or multiple degradation mechanism excited,
additional parameters may be included. Thus, building on the previous example, if we also assume
that in addition, binder decomposition occurred at the negative electrode when the battery was cycled
at low SoC’s we can also include (cmaxs,´ ).
4. Parameter Identification Process
4.1. Optimisation Strategy
An overview of the optimisation procedure is shown in Figure 8. The ideal aim of the optimisation
strategy is to uniquely identify the parameters of the model for a given cell degradation scenario.
There are two parts to achieving this research objective: (1) solving the P2D model for a given set of
model parameters; and (2) finding the parameter set that minimises the sum of squared error between
the simulated response of the cell and the experimentally observed voltage for a given drive cycle. For
the latter, the P2D model script is embedded within the optimisation algorithm that identifies the best
set of model parameters that minimises the square of the error.
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Figure 8. Flowchart su arising the optimisation procedure.
The electrochemical model equations given in Section 2 are solved using the finite difference
appro ch within Maple. To achieve increase simulati n times that subsequently facilitate non-linear
parameter fittings, during compila on, re undant mod l equat ons are removed. The simulation
framework gene ates a highly optimised d rivativ of the model in C-code that optimis s system
memory and run-time performance. Because the battery model is numerically stiff a robust numerical
integration algorithm is required that is able to dynamically change the magnitude of the integration
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interval in line with the evolution of the model states. Within this research the Rosenbrock algorithm
has been employed [36].
For a cell aged by one or more of the identified stress factors, a current cycling profile and
corresponding voltage response at a given cell age is used to estimate the model parameters (or a
subset of them). Generating a trace of the optimised parameters with cell age, thereby facilitates
cell degradation to be characterised and consequently the nature of the degradation mechanism to
be estimated.
For a given discharge current-voltage profile, the optimum parameters are obtained by minimising
a quadratic error cost function (Equation (6)). In Equation (6), v is voltage, tend is the final time, the
subscripts e and m represent experimentally measured and modelled values respectively, wi represent
weights attributed to terms in the cost function, and γ is the vector of parameters to be optimised.
Minimise F pγq “ w1
ÿ
tmax
t“0 rve ptq ´ vm pt,γqs2 `w2
”´
tende ´ tendm
¯ı2
, subject toγi ě 0 (6)
The weighted, bounded nonlinear optimisation problem in Equation (6) is iteratively minimised
using a differential evolution (DE) algorithm (diffevol) within Maple’s Global Optimisation package.
The diffevol algorithm is the Maple implementation of DE innovated by Storn and Price [17,18].
While traditional optimization methods such as the quasi-newton method requires the optimization
problem to be differentiable, DE does not use the gradient function of the problem being optimized
and therefore is more suitable for optimization problems that are variable, noisy and non-continuous.
DE is a essentially a way of generating a trial vector from two known candidate vectors by adding
the weighted difference between them; the scheme is then to keep whichever candidate solution has
the best fitness for the optimization problem being considered. A detailed discussion of DE is beyond
the scope of this paper; theoretical and practical aspects of using DE is well documented and can be
found in [37]. In multi-objective, stochastic problems with non-linear, non-differentiable objective
functions and multiple possible local minima, such as the problem in this work, the DE algorithm is a
well-established method for deriving approximate solutions [38,39]. As the minimisation routine is
iterative the values listed in the second column of Table 2 are used to initiate the optimisation algorithm
and terminates if the pre-defined maximum number of iterations is reached or the variation over each
successively optimised parameters is below a predefined tolerance. For the research presented here,
the maximum number of iterations was 320 and the parameter variation tolerance was 1 ˆ 10´3.
4.2. Verifying the Non-Aged Refined Parameter Set for LiNiCoAlO2
In this study we use a 3.03 Ah NCA 18650 cell; using the optimisation method described in
the previous sub-section and the initial parameter set detailed in Table 2. Based a number of recent
studies [14,20,21], refined parameter set presented in the second column of Table 2 that is used as an
initial guess for the optimisation process. The potential U´ of the graphite (LixC6) negative electrode
is assumed to initially follow the empirical correlation from [40]. The positive electrode potential (U+)
is derived by subtracting U´ from the cell’s open circuit voltage and fitting to Equation (2) using the
non-linear least squares approach:
U` “ 7.3203´ 42.6905x` ` 211.1859x`2 ´ 504.6774x`3 ` 614.6070x`4
´ 367.1214x`5 ` 84.1478x`6 ´ 0.0016exp
”
´10.8867x`´10.4676
ı
(7)
Using U´ from [16] and U+ as defined in Equation (2) the parameter values listed in Table 2 are
refined against the initial (age 0 days) 1C discharge curve. This new “refined” parameter set forms the
baseline parameter set for the NCA battery model parameters from which ageing causes deviations.
As is usual practice (e.g., as discussed within [20]), to validate the identified parameter set, the
authors compare the simulated voltage response for a drive cycle with the measured voltage. A vector
comprising a 100 s of measured versus actual voltage data is presented in Figure 9 which shows a good
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fit between measured and estimated voltage. The maximum voltage discrepancy was <0.02 V which is
comparable to transient error presented in the literature [19]. Thus, the refined parameter set in Table 2,
derived from 1C discharge data, is shown to replicate a dynamical usage cycle with negligible error.
Hence, the refined set of parameters is considered to be the baseline parameter set for the NCA battery
used in this study.
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5. Results and Discussions
5.1. Conditions for the Cell Ageing Experiment
To illustrate techniques developed in this paper, an example of degradation caused by high
temperature storage—of a 3.03 Ah NCA/C6 18650 cell stored at 45 ˝C at 50% SoC for approximately
500 days—is studied. This stress factor was chosen because at elevated temperatures the most notable
cause of degradation is electrolyte decomposition reactions at the negative electrode/electrolyte
boundary which consume lithium ions—resulting in capacity fade—subsequently forming a SEI layer
on the negative electrode surface [4]. The SEI then acts as an impediment to ionic diffusion leading
to power fade. The growth of SEI is a well-established-well-studied degradation mechanism and
therefore provides a method for corroborating the results presented in this work. Comparing results
derived from the identification technique presented here with established trends for EIS growth in the
literature provides a level of validation, which is otherwise difficult to achieve in such a context.
The effect of high temperatures at the microscopic level along with its quantifications in the P2D
model is presented in Figure 1. The chart begins with the stress factor and subsequently categorises
degradation expected at each electrode. Typically, parasitic reactions lead to film formation while
mechanical fatigue leads to structural degradation. Given that electrolyte decomposition is the
dominant ageing mode [4] the parameters likely to change include: maximum Li-ion concentration in
the negative electrode (cmaxs,´ ); thickness of the SEI layer on the negative electrode particle (s) which
will contribute to power fade through the increased solid diffusion path length which in turn leads
to higher film resistance (Rfilm) since , where κ is the SEI resistivity; and the effective capacity (Ceff)
which will account for capacity fade arising from loss of Li through parasitic reactions and loss of sites.
Material properties of the SEI used in the model included: an SEI molar mass of 26 g/mol [41];
and an SEI molar density of 2.6 g/cm3 [41]. The SEI conductivity (σSEI), defined such that
Rfilm = (σSEI¨ s)´1, is estimated via fitting to be 2000 S/cm. To contextualise the latter, it is worth
noting that Pinson and Bazant [41] assumed the SEI conductivity to be infinitely large in their models,
so the fitted value of 2000 S/cm is acceptable.
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5.2. Battery Ageing Characterisation
Cells available off-the-shelf were characterised upon delivery. The characterisation tests involved:
discharge and charge capacity tests at 1C, C/10 ad C/25 rates at 25 ˝C; pulse power tests at 90%, 50%
and 20% SoCs at 25 ˝C using 10-s current pulses at 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% of manufacturer
recommended maximum charge and discharge currents; electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) tests at 90%, 50% and 20% SoCs at 25 ˝C. After this initial characterisation test, the cells were
stored in a thermal storage chamber. After approximately two-months at elevated temperature storage,
the cells were re-characterised using the same characterisation tests (except the C/25 capacity tests).
This storage-characterisation cycle continued until the cells were aged for 476 days.
5.3. Battery Ageing Diagnostics Using Parameter Identification
From the ageing characterisation data set, the 1C constant current discharge data and 10 s pulse
data were used in conjunction to fit the P2D model, optimising for cmaxs,´ , Rfilm and Ceff. That is, all model
parameters were left unaltered from the 0-day (refined) parameter set, except for these parameters. To
refine these parameters for a particular vintage data set, the P2D model is executed many times for
different combinations of parameters. Excluding the time required to compile and install the model
for a new data set which takes in the order of 10 min, a single execution of the P2D model for a given
parameter vector set took significantly less than one-second. This is considerably faster than 63 s for a
single run reported in previous work [15], which can lead to hours of simulation time.
Variations of cmaxs,´ , Rfilm and Ceff as a function of age are depicted in Figure 10. The maximum
lithium concentration of the negative electrode (cmaxs,´ ) fell from 30,055 mol¨m´3 to 27,532 mol¨m´3,
i.e., the number of accessible sites in the negative electrode fell by 8.2%; this relates to sites that are
blocked by SEI and not necessarily those lost through dissolution or other mechanism. Film resistance
(Rfilm) rose from 0.000723 Ω to 0.00637 Ω, a rise of 781%. The results suggest that towards 476 days the
thickness of the SEI began to stabilize (i.e., the rate of SEI growth began slowing down). Finally the
effective capacity of the cell fell from 2.84 Ah to 2.63 Ah exhibiting a total capacity fade of 7.4%.
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5.4. Analysis of Model Extracted Results
Due to the difficulty in experimentally validating the parameters presented in this paper, both in
terms of the resources required and the fact that robust experimental techniques for such measurements
are yet to be established, to verify the evolution of model parameters d rived from model parameter
identification we compare capacity and power fade extracted from the model with measurements
made from traditional non-invasive tests. In the case of capacity, we use the C/10 discharge capacity
as a measure of capacity fade. Given that electrolyte decomposition and the subsequent formation of
SEI is the dominant ageing mechanism for high temperature storage [4], capacity fade is expected to
follow a
?
t relationship [42]. This is because within the context of a one-dimensional model based
on solvent diffusion and kinetics, film formation is assumed to be a first-order reaction, i.e., the rate
constant for film formation is first-order. In the limit of large times, the solution for the differential
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mass balance at the electrode/film boundary is then found to be proportional to
?
t. In Figure 11,
model extracted versus experimentally measured discharge capacity as a function of
?
t is shown.
The evaluation presented in Figure 11 shows that the level of capacity fade (difference in C/10
discharge) estimated from the model parameters coincides well with laboratory measured data with a
discrepancy of ~1% in the final 476 day data point.
Assuming solvent decomposition is a first order reaction, an assumption also employed
within [41], it would be expected that capacity fade is proportional to the thickness of the SEI. In
agreement with results presented in [41], Figures 10 and 11 highlight a linear relationship between
model extracted SEI thickness (s) and capacity fade. The resistance of the SEI layer, the main contributor
to resistance rise and consequently power fade, is proportional to the thickness of the SEI layer. The
power fade (shown in Figure 12) measured using a 10 s, 1C current pulses compared to that extracted
form model parameters again shows good agreement as shown in Figure 8.
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This agreement of model-extracted results for capacity fade and power fade indicates that the
technique can indeed be used, in addition to established techniques, to investigate detailed changes in
the battery resulting from degradation. Here we have considered the example of elevated temperatures
because the resulting degradation mechanism (growth of SEI) is well established and studied in the
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literature and hence provides a method for substantiating our results. Extending this argument, the
same technique can be used for other stress factors and ageing mechanisms.
6. Conclusions
In this, paper the framework and procedure for a battery ageing diagnostics technique based
on identifying the parameters of the P2D battery model is presented. The technique employs a DE
optimisation algorithm to iteratively identify the parameters of the model by minimising the sum of
square errors between predicted and experimental voltage. This technique was used to first estimate
the full set of P2D model parameters matching a 3.03 Ah LiC6/NCA battery, which was subsequently
validated using a drive cycle. The maximum discrepancy between measured and estimated voltage
during the validation drive cycle was found to be less than 0.02 V. Hence, this set of parameters formed
the “refined parameter” set which was the basis of the ageing study.
After identifying a set of “refined parameters” corresponding to a new cell, subsequent parameter
fittings are made on aged cells to track the evolution of parameter values as the cell is progressively
aged. As an example, the degradation of a 3.03Ah LiC6/NCA battery stored at 45 ˝C at 50% SoC
for 476 days is studied. This particular ageing mode was chosen because the resulting growth of
the SEI is well studied and therefore provided a method of validating the results. Adopting the
systematic approach presented for reducing the number of parameters required to be identified, cmaxs,´ ,
Rfilm and Ceff as a function of calendar age were traced. These parameters were found to evolve, under
the ageing conditions considered, in agreement with trends identified in the literature. While the
example presented in this paper, for purposes of validation, considered calendar ageing for a unique
temperature only, the techniques presented are applicable to a wider range of ageing stress factors and
degradation mechanism that fall within the scope of the P2D model.
The procedure employed in this work allows for a set of parameter values for the P2D model
to be identified quickly and non-invasively. Model compilation, initialisation and initial simulation
take approximately ten minutes; subsequent runs for a single parameter set is considerably less than a
second. Thus, to optimise cmaxs,´ , Rfilm and Ceff took less than 20 s—significantly quicker than the 63 s
for a single run reported within previous studies.
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Abbreviations
BMS Battery management system
NCA LiNiCoAlO2
PHEV Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle
P2D Pseudo two-dimensional
SEI Solid electrolyte interphase
SoC State of charge
SP Single particle
∆SoC Change in state of charge
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